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EVALUATION OF n + 242Pu RXACTIONS FROM 10 keV to 20 MeV

D. G. Madland and P. G. Young

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University cf California
Theoretical Division

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

2b2Pu cross sections isAn evaluation of the n +
presented for the neutron energy range of 10 keV to 20
MeV, The total fission end radiative capture cross
sections are based upon experimental measurements of
242Pu. The remaining cross sections, together with
the elastic and inelastic angular distributions to
low-lying states, have been calculated using various
reaction models. An expression is presented for the
energy dependence of the average number of neutrons
produced per fission. The results have been placed
in ENDF/B-V format and combined with a recent eval-
uation of data below 10 keV by the Hanford Engineer-
ing Development Laboratory, so that a complete data
set covering the energy range of 10-5 eV to 20 MeV is
availab:e.

INTRODUCTION

A new evaluation of the n + 242Pu cross sections has been
completed for the neutron energy range of 10 keV to 20 MeV. The
evaluation relies to a large extent upon nuclear model calcula-
tions as experimental data exist only for the fission and radia-
tive capture cross sections within this energy range. The cap-
tura cross-section measurements, moreover, extend only to 90 keV.
Model calculations were therefore used to derive the total, elas-
tic, Inelastic, (n,xn), and (n,y) cross sections, as well as the
elastic and inelastic angular distributions, The calculatedfirst-,
second-, and third-chance fission cross sections [(n,xnf) reac-
tions] were also used in the evaluation.

An ●xpression is presented for the ~nergy dependence of the
averase number of neutrons per fission, V, which is based upon



existing phenomenological formulae and ; measurements for the
neighboring n + 2“0Pu system. Parameterizations are given for the
inelastic, (n,m), and fission neutr~n spectra that are consistent
with the model calculations and the V representation.

The complete evaluation, including uncertainty estimates for
the cross-section files, has been placed in ENDF/B-V format and
combined with data below 10 keV from a recent evaluation by Mann
and Schenter [1] at Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
(HEDL). The resulting data set, covering the energy range 10-s eV
to 20 MeV, has been provided to the National Nuclear Data Center
at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Details of the model calculations are presented in MODEL CAL-
CULATIONS together with a discussion of parameter sensitivities.
The available experimental data are described in EVALUATED CROSS
SECTIONS and compared to the present recommended cross sections.
In addition, the calculated cross sections for unmeasured reactions
are presented for comparison with three other evaluations. Finally,
a summary is contained in SUMMARY, together with conclusions and
recommendations based upon our analysis.

MODEL CALCULATIONS

The only reaction for which it was poss~ble to rely entirely
upon measurements for the evaluation was the fission cross section.
For all other reactfons, nuclear model calculations were used to
determine the recommended data. In this section a description is
given of the optical model, direct coupled-channel, and compound-
nucleus Hauser-Feshbach calculations used in the evaluation.

Optical Potential

All calculations described below use a preliminary version of
a global actinide potential for neutrons that is under development
at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) [2), This potential
is based upon an analysis of measured neutron total cross sections
and ●lastic angular distributions between 1 keV and 19.9 MeV for
2s3,2$5,2aeu, The parametrization of the Saxon-Woods form factors
is listed m Table 1.

The presett potential does not include nuclear deformation
effects, that is, it is a sDherical optical potential. Ultimately,
it will serve as the starting point In the derivation of a deformed
optical potential that will account directly for the strong-
tive rotational effects observed in the ●ctinide nuclei, and meas-
ured Inelastic angular distributions will be included in that anal-
ysis. For the present evaluation, hovevar, the effects of nuclear
deformation are incorporated in ●n ad hoc manner, as described
below in Direct Reaction Coupled-Channel Calculations ●nd 242PU

Total CrornaSection,
For purposes of comparison and because no ●lastic or total

2“2Pu ●beve 10 keV, calculationscross-oection data ●xist for n +



of the total, shape elastic, and reaction cross sections using the
preliminary potential of Table I are compared to those of other
neutron-nucleus global optical potentials in Figs. 1-3. The com-
parison potentials are the Wilmore-Hodgson potentials, [3] the
Becchetti-Gr?enlees potentials, [4] and the Perey potential [5].
Of the four potentials, only the preliminary potential (Table I)
is restricted to actinide data, whereas the others were derived
for larger ranges c’ 4. The figures give an example of the disper-
sion of values .-+ be obtained in calculating these cross sec-
tions in the absen experimental data. The widest dispersions
generally occur at . mergies and, in particular, the calcu-
lated reaction cross ions differ by as much as ‘MO% at ~100
keV. The latter appea.. to be partly due to the wide variation
observed in the calculated compound elastic scattering (not plot-
ted) in the energy range 10 keV to %2 MeV.

It is known that the potential of Table I reproduces the $:$al
and elastic (end therefore reaction) cross sections for 233U0 u,
23% in the ener

%2 8
ran e 10 keV to <2 MeV fairly well [2], There-

fore, insofar as Pu behaves similarly, the Table I potential
2“2Pu cross sections reasonably well.should also represent the n +

Above 1-2 MeV, the nuclear deformation effects are strong, [6] and
since each of the four global potentials is spherical, such effects
must be added ad hoc in each case, In the present calculations,
the use of the Table I potential is retained in this energy region
to maintain continuity with the lower energy region.

Direct Reaction Coupled-Channel Calculations

The direct coupled-channel inelastic scattering was calculated
with the code JUKARL, which Is the LASL version of JUPITOR -- KARL-
SRLWE SEARCH VERSION [7]0 Elastic and inelastic scattering to the
first f:b~emembers of the ground-state rotational band (see Table
II) were calcuh:ed assuming a deformed axially symmetric rotator
model for the Pu target. The quadruple (~z) and hexadecapole
(6Q) deformationsused were extracted from E2 and E4 transition
strengths obtained in Coulomb excitation measurements [8] of the
2“2Pu 2+ and 4+ states using 17-MeV al~ha particles (see Table 11),

With these deformations, the optical potential of Table I was
transformed to the total interaction potential for the coupled-
chennels calculation by use of th appropriate collective radius
expression,

(1)

where R is the half-radius (r , r#l/3) of either the real or imag-

Binary part of the potential, L ●re the nuclear deformations, and
e refers to the body-fixed system, (Ideally, the ~Lr81and the op-
tical potential ●re determined simultaneously, ●ssuming the ●xist-
ence of ● complete data set. Ae no data exists, this procedure is
not possible for the present calculation), The actual calculations



utilized complex form factors at all energies and~ at a given en-
ergy, used the same form factor for all channels. The adiabatic
coupling approximation was usi?dabove 600 keV in order to minimize
computing time.

The direct Inelastic cross sections obtained for the first
four excited states of the ground band are illustrated in Figs.
4-7 and c-mpared to the compound-nucleus components (see Compound-
Nucl?us Reaction Hauser-Feshbach Calculations). Finally, the sum
of the direct inelastic and total compound-nucleus inelastic cross
section Is shown in Fig. 8. The contribution of the direct to the
total inelastic scattering is relatively small up to a neutron en-
ergy of %8 MeV, after which it bacomes dominant.

Compound-Nucleus Reaction Hauser-Feshbach Calculations

The compound-nucleus reaction calculations were performed with
the LASL version of the code COMNUC [9] (3/29/78 version). This
version has the following changes:

1. Non-physical integration ranges have been deleted from the
continuum fission calculation for first-, second-, and third-
chance fission. Discrete fission channels, up to a maximum
of ten, have been introduced into the second- and third-chance
fission calculations [10]0

2, A subroutine [11] has been introduced by which discrete level
densities are smooth.lyjoined to the Gilbert and Cameron [12]
continuous level density expression, The parameters of the
constant temperature formula and the matching energy to the
Fermi 8as expression are adjusted to maintai. continuity for
the total level density,

3. The branching ratio expressions in the subroutine NCASC have
been modified based upon the calculations of Ref. [10],

Calculations were performed for the (n,nt), (n,2n), (n,h), (n,f),
(n,nf), (n,2nf) and (n,y) reactions, The potential of Table I was
used to 8enerate all ‘leutrontransmission coefficients for these
calculations. Discrete levels were included for the various chan-
nels wherever possible. The actual level data used are summarized
in Tables III-VI [13,14] ior the nuclei 2kO-ZIt3pu,respectively*

In instances of unknown spins and parities, assignments were made
based upon systematic wheraver possible. For the discrete (n,n’)
calculation, 19 excited lavels (Tabla V) were used up to an exci-
tation of 1.1522 MeV, after wh%ch the continuum (n$n’) calculation
was begun, For the (n,2n) calculation, 10 discrete levels (Table
IV) were used up to an excitationof 0.235 MeV; and for the (n,3n)
calculation, 10 discrete levels (Table III) wera used up to an
excitation of 0,900 MeVi

The Gilbert and Cameron [12] leval density ●xpression for de-
formed nuclei was used throughout. In tl.isformulation, the de-
formed nucleus level density parameter a is given by



am
[ 10012 +9.17 X10-3(SZ+SN) A (MeV-l) , (2)

where the shell correction terms S2 and SN are those of Cook
et al [15]. The level density parameters are given in Table VII,
where E. and T are the constant temperature formula parameters, Em
is the matching energy, and a [Eq. (2)] and 6 (pairing energy)
characterize the Fermi gas expression. Note that Eo, T, and ~
have been adjusted to smoothly match the discrete level data for
242PU, 2“lPu, and 2“0Pu, which are formed in the (n,nt), (n,2n),
and (n,3n) reactions, respectively.

The (n,f), (n,nf), and (n,2nf) reactions were calculated using
the Hill-Wheeler [16] approach with single-hump, one-dimensional,
fission barriers. Both discrete and continuum fission channels
were employed for first-, second-, end third-chance fission. In-
itial values of the fission parameters were based upon the results
of Back et al. [17,18] for the second (outer) barrier, and these
were optimized by fitting to the total fission cross-section data
of Auchampaugh et al. [19] and Behrens et al, [20] (see 242Pu(n,f)
Cross Section and Spectra.) The final set of parameters is given
in Table VIII, in which Bn is the neutron binding energy in the
cuqound system, EB is the barrier height, f12/21is the inertial
paral~eterused in the continuum fission region, N is the number of
discrete fission channels, Ec is the excitati~n energy relative to
the barrier at which the continuum fission calculation begins, and
AFACT is the enhancement factor of the level density parameter a
due to the higher density of compound-nucleus states in the vicin-
ity of tihebarrier. The discrete fission channels are those of
Tables IV-VI, except that the excitation energies were compressed
by a {actor 2 based upon the work of Gardner [21] (no attempts were
made to reorder the states), Note, however, that discrete fission
channel and continuum level densities were smoothly matched in the
manner described above,

The final fit to the total fission cross section is compared
to the available measurements [19,20,22-25] in Fig. 9. The cal-
culation agrees to within t 5% with the data of Behrens et
al,, [20] which were emphasized in the evaluation (see 242Pu(n,f)
Cross Section and Spectra).

It is important to note that the calculated total fission
cross section is very sensitive to the fission barrier heights,
This is illustrated in Fig. 10 where a~30% change occurs in the
cross secticn for an ‘u6%change in the first-chance fission bar-
rier height. This, of course, strongly affects other open chan-
nels, For example, the effect upon the total compo~md inelastic

‘Catt;;:ikis ‘hem ‘“ ‘ig’ 11’Pu radiative capture crose section was calculated at
all neutron energies usin~ the high-energy approximation in the
COMNUC code, that is, only emitted 8amma rays with energies greater
than the incident nsutron energy are aesumed to lead to capture,
Dipole radiation was assumed in all the calculations, The normal-
izing value of 2V<ry>/<D> was obtained by matching the calculated

..
,,,.,.
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(n,y) cross section to the measurements of Hockenbury et al. [26]
subject to the constraint that <rY> and <D> remain consistent with
experimental values and quoted errors [27) (see Table IX). For
neutron energies above 4 MeV, a semidirect contribution was added
to the compound-nucleus calculation. The semidirect component was
calculated using a pre-equilibrium cascade process with gamma-ray
emission probabilities computed at each stage. Normalization for
the calculation was optimized with respect to high-energy capture
data for 58< A<238 [28].

To calculate the (n,2n) and (n,3n~ cross sections, it was nec-
essary to determine branching ratios f~r the competition between
neutron emission and fission. This branching was calculated in the
manner described in Ref. [9]; that is, a neutron cascade model was
used to calculate explicitly the competition between the (n,2n),
(n,3n), (n,nf), and (n,2nf) reactions. The calculations involved
discrete and continuum components, as previously described.

EVALUATED CROSS SECTIONS

In this section, the results of the evaluation are presented
and compared to the available experimental data. In addition,
comparisons are @ven between the present evaluation (labeled LASL-
78) and a recent preliminary evaluation by Mann and Schenter [1]
(labeled HEDL-78), a 1976 evaluation by Howerton [29] (labeled
LLL-76), and the ENDF/B-IV evaluation by Alter and Dunford [30]
(labeled ENDF/B-4).

2u2pu(n
Y) Cross Section

2“2Pu(n,y) reaction.Two separate measurements exist for the
The first is that of Hockenbury et al. [26] (1975) in which 15
group-averaged capture data points were determined covering the
range 6 to 70 keV, The overall statistical uncertainty achieved
using 2- and 10-keV bin widths is given as t 4%. The second meas-
urement is that of Wisshak and K&ppeler [31] (1978) in which 62
capture data points are reported spanning the energy range 10.4 to
88.9 keV. The estimated total uncertainty in the measurements
ranges from f 6 to * 10%.

The evaluated (noy) cross section is based on the calculation
described in Compound-Nucleus Reaction Hauser-Feshbach Calculations
The experimental data of Hockenbury et al. and Wisshsk and K&ppeler
are compared to the calculated curve and to ENDF/B-IV below 100 keV
in Fig. 12. The Hockenbury data, which were used in normalizing
the (n$y) calculations, are in good agreement with the more recent
Wisshak measurement.

The (n,y) cross section over the complete energy range of
0.01-20 MeV is compared in Fig. 13 to the HEDL-78, ENDL-76, and
ENDF/B-4 evaluations. Large differences among the evaluations are
apparent, particular ~ above 3 MeV. A value of on,

1

* 1 mb near 14

MeV itssupported by 2 OU(n,y) measurements at LASL 32].



2h2Pu(n.f) Cross Section and Spectra

Six experiments have been reported for the measurement of the
2b2Pu(n,f) reaction [19~20,22-25] (1959-1978). Two of the measure-
ments were chosen for use In the present evaluation. The 1971 data
of Auchampaugh et al, [19] were used to evaluate the low-energy

1
region (10-100 keV where no other experimental data exist, and the
extensive 2b2pu/23 U fission ratio measurements of Behrens et
al. [20] (1978) were used to determine the fission cross section
from 100 keV to 20 MeV.

The fission cross-section data of Auchampaugh et al. were
obtained using a nuclear explosion as a neutron.source. Aucham-
paughls low-energy data were measured relative to the 6Li(n,t)~~31

‘Li(n,a)3H data of Schwart~reaction and normalized using the
The overall statistical uncertainty for the data is less than t 15;
(extracted from Fig, 3 of Ref. [19]).

In the measurement of Behrens et al., the ratio of the 2“2Pu
and 2S5LIfission cross sections was obtained for neutron energies
between 0.1 and 30 MeV. The experiment was performed at the Law-
rence Livermore Electron Li,nacusing time-of-flight techniques and
fission ionization chambers. The uncertainty in the neutron energy
was t 3.5 keV at 1 MeV and t 0.31 MeV at 20 MeV. The total rms
error in xhe 242PU, 235U ratio measurements ranges from t 1.8 to
t 18.2X, but averages to t 2.8% over the total energy range, For
the present analysis, the ENDF/B-V evaluation of the 235U fission
cross section [34]2~~s used to convert the Behrens ratio measure-
ments to absolute Pu fission cross sections.

The evaluated results are compared to the experimf.ztaldata
in Figs. 14 and 15. Note that the Aucharnpaughdata were averaged
in coarse energy bins before constructing the curve shown in Fig.
14 for the region below 100 keV and that the experimental data in
Fig. 15 show considerable dispersion above 1 MeV. The Behrens
ratio experiment was adopted for the present evaluation ‘because
ratios for other actinides in the same measurement series yield
fission crosssections in good agreement with accepted values, it
spans almost the total energy range of interest, and it is the
most recent maasuremento

Different evaluations of the 2“2Pu fission cross section are
compared In Figs. 16 and 17. The HEDL-78 and ENDL-76 evaluations
are similar to the present evaluation, since they are also based
upon the Behrens experiment, The most significant difference oc-
cures for the ENi)F/B-IVevaluation, which is substantially higher
than the other data sets below 200 keV and between 2 and,8 McV.

The evaluated fission spectrum was assumed to follllwa Max-
wellian distribution

i
N(Efn) = E’n exp(-Etn/T) , (3)

where E’n is the emitted neutron energy. The nuclear temperature



T is re~ated to the average number of prompt neutrons emitted per
fission Vp, as follows [35]:

T(En) = 0.50 + 0.43
t

~p(En) + 1 , (4)

where ~ is the incident neutron energy. With this representation,
the average energy of fission neutrons induced by l-MeV incident
neutrons is 2.031 MeV.

Average Number of Neutrons Emitted Per Fission (~~

There w~re no 2U2PU experimental data available for the deter-
mination of V , the ave~age number of prompt neutrons emitted per
fission. %To etermine v , the substantial experimental data avail-

? 240Pu were analyzed, andabie for the case of neu rons incident on
242Pu using observations of the sys-the results were co~rected to

temic var~ation of Vp with mass number.
The Vp expression for 240Pu was talcenfrom the results-of Bols

and Frehaut [36] and corrected to the ENDF/B-V standard of Vp(252~)
= 3.757, which yielded

VP(2u2pu) = 2.815 + 001514 En . . ;5)

Corrections to Eq. (5) for the additional two neutrons present in
242Pu were made using Eq. (4) of Ref. [36], resultinb in the ex-
pression

- 242
Vp( pu) = 2.795 + 0.1576 En . (6)

The solid curve in Fig. 18 compares the 2“0Pu~ [Eq. (5)] with ‘he
?experimental data of Frehaut et al, [37] and De roey et al.; [3&.

2“2Pu result from Eqo (Q)cthe dashed curve shows the
A comparison of the different evaluations of vp(En) is given

in Fig. 19. Below 6 MeV, the LASL-78, ENDL-76, and ENDF/B-IV
evaluations are in good agreement, whereas the HEDL-78 valuee,
which are based upon a phenomenological model by Marero and
Koshin, [39) are 3-4% higher than the other data. While this dif-
ference is small, t~e higher values are not consistent with other
representations of V systematic [36,40],

A value of 0.01!!was adopted for the average number of delayed
neutrons emitted per fission Vdo This result was taken from the
experimental data of Krick and Evans, [41] as tatulated in the re-
view article of Manero and Konshin [39]. -Becaus~Q~o information
is available on the energy dependence o: Vd for Puo we assumed
it constant. The expression for total v chat results is

Vt (242
pu) = 2.810+ 0.1576 En o (7)



The evaluated inelastic scattering cross sections are taken
directly from the calculations described In Direct ReactionCou-
pled-channel Calculations end Compound-Nucleus Reaction Hauser-
Feshbach Calculations. Discrete inelastic data are included for
the 19 lowest known excited levels of 242PU0 The excitation cross
sections for the firstfour levels include direct end compound-
nucleue components (see Figs. 4-7); the data for the remaining
levels are based on compound-nucleus calculations alone. Angular
distributions, based on direct and compound-nucieus reaction cal-
culations, are included for the three lowest excited levels.

Inelastic scattering to levels above an excitation energy of
1.152 MeV are lumped into a continuum cross section. [A second
(small) continuum component was also included to account for the
calculated (n,ynt) cross section.] The energy distribution of the
continuum neutrons is represented by an evaporation spectrum

N(E1n) = E’n exp(-Etn/T) , (8)

where E1n is the secondary neutron energy.
The nuclear temperature T was inferred from the Fermi gas

level density parameter a used in the Hauser-Feshbach calculations
by matching the slopes of the constant nuclear temperature and Fermi
gas level density expression [12] at an excitation energy r.qualto
the incident neutron bombarding energy ~ resulting in the ex-
pression

(c))

where A is a pairing correction taken from the work of Cook et
al [15],

The total inelastic cross section is compared to other eval-
uations in Fig. 20. Numerous differences exist among the data sets;
one of the more significant is the fact that the maximum in the
ENDL-76 cross section is broader and occurs some 1-3 MeV lower in
energy than for the other data sets, The present evaluation lies
closest to the NDF/B-IV curve.

The average emitted neutron energy frov inelastic scattering
Is shown as a function of incident neutron eaergy in Fig. 21 for
incident energies up to 5 MeV. For comparison, values are also
included from the ENDF/B-IV 2S6U evaluation. The ENDL/76 (n,n’)
spectrum is significantly softer below 1 MeV than the other data
sete; at higher energias, significant differences exist amen
the evaluations, The present results fall closest to the 235ua11

Version IV evaluation.
Graphs of the neutron energy spectra from (n,n’) reactions are

shown for the various evaluations in Figs. 22-24 for incident



neutron energies of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.5 MeV, respectively. The soft-
ness of the ENDL-76 spectrum relative to the other data sets is
eeen i~ Fig. 22 to result from the absence of discrete level data
in that evaluation. Relatively large differences occur among all
the evaluated epectra.

2~2Pu(n.2n) end 2“2Pu(n,3n) Cross Sections and Spectra

The calculations described in Compound-Nucleus Reaction Hauser-
Feshbach Calculations were used to determine evaluated (n,2n) and
(n,3n) cross sections. The results are compared to data from other
evaluations in Figs. 25 and 26. Neutron energy distributions from
the (n,2n) and (n,3n) reactions are represented as evaporation
spectra using Eq. (8). In this case, the nuclear temperatures were
calculated from the nuclear level density parameters with the ex-
pression

l/T (En) =

d

105
-- -’

(10)

where Q is the Q-value for the (n,2n) or (n,3n) reaction and a
and A have been defined previously.

;
2k2Pu Total Cross Section

The2’’2Putotal cross section was obtained by combining the
calculations of MO!YL CALCULATIONS in an ad hoc manner. Specifi-
cally, the deformation effects (inelastic scattering in the coupled-
channels formalism) were combined with the total cross section cal-
culated with the spherical potential of Table I to obtain the de-
formed nucleus total cross section. This procedure was justified
(approximately)by tests on the uranium isotopes where measured
total cross section data exist,

The total cross sections from 10 keV to 20 MeV are compared
for the four evaluations in Fig. 27. The peak in the END?.-76total
cross section near 1 MeV results from the peak in the (n,ni) cross
section shown in Fig. 20,

2“2Pu Elastic Cross Section and Angulm Distributions

A%e evaluated elastic cross sections from 0,01 to 20 MeV were
obtained by subtracting the sum of the nonelastic cross sections
from the total cross section. The evaluated curve differs from
the actual elastic ~cattering calculation by at most t 100 mb, due
primarily to differences between the calculated and evaluated fis-
sion cross sections, The evaluated elastic cross section is ~hown
in Fig, 28 with other evaluated results.

The elastic scattering angulardistributions were determined
from th= compound-nucleus and direct reaction theory calculations
of M)DEL CALCULATIONS. The compound elastic component was assumed



isotropic, and the direct component was taken from the JUKARL cal-
culations. A comparison of the elastic angular distributions for
1-MsV incident neutrons is given in Fig, 29 for several evaluations
Similarly, in Fig. 30 the average value of the cosine of the center-
of-mass scattering Sngie Is plotted as a function of incident en-
ergy (up to 5 MeV) for the various evaluations.

SUMMARY

Because of the sparsity of experimental data, it was neces-
sary to rely upon nuclear model calculations for much of the pres-
ent evaluation. These calculations are the most extensive yet
performed for 2U2PU and should provide reasonably reliable esti-
mates of unmeasured 242Pu data. However, because of uncertainties
in the calculations, there is a need for new experimental data to
validate and improve these results. In particular, measurements
Jf the total, elastic, and inelastic cross sections and angular
distributions are needed at neutron energies corresponding to a
fission spectrum (few hundred keV to severql MeV). The average
number of neutrons per fissioa should be measured for the same
range together with a few high-energy points (N14 MeV). Finally,
independent measurermnts to verify the fission cross sections in-
ferred from the ratio data of Behrens et al. :[20]would be very
useful, as would a measurement to check the shape of the fission
spectrum assumed in the pzssent evaluation. With the addition of
these new data, together with the completion of the deformed op-
tical potential (see Optical Potential) and an improves fission
channel description (see Comptnmd-Nucleus Reaction Hauser-Feshbach
Calculations), a more definitive evaluation could be made.
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TABLE I

PRELIMINARYSPHERICAL GLOBALOPTICAL POTENTIAL

FOR TEE ACTINIDES* (1 keV 6 En <20 HeV)

VR= 53.016 - 0.344 E - 24.5
L

‘R
o 1.203 ●R = 0.300+ 1.492~

Wv = -0.566 + O.21O EL (or mro, whichever
S8 greater)

WDW 8.905 - 0.255 E - 13.6 q
L

‘I
= 1.306

%
= 0.250 + Go733 (EL/lOO)+ 1.420q

‘so
= 6.20

‘so
- 1.01 ●so = 0.75

q = (N-Z)/A

~
Unite are MeV ●nd femis.

PARAMETERS

States Courded:

Deformatton8:.—

TABLE II

FORDIRECTINELASTIC COUPLED-CHANNEL

CALCULATIONSFOR242pu

~~ Excltatlon(keV)

0+ o 0.00

2+ o 44,54

4+ o 147.20

6+ O 305.90

8+ o 517.60

~2 -0.260 ~ 0,010

$-0.036 ~ 0.037

Rofermict 16

OpticalPotontl..; Tabla I

.. . ,...-—-.- -



TABLE III

NUCLEARLEVEL MTA FOR 240PU

&s@ ,JL. *citation (MeV)

1 0+ 0.000

2 2+ 0.0428

3 4+ 0.1417

4 6+ 0.294

5 8+ 0.498

6 1- 0.597

7 3- 0.649

8 5- 0.7422

9 0+ 0.861

10 2+ 00900

TABLE IV

NUCLEARLEVELDATA FOR 241PU

-J!_ ~tation (MeV)

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5/2+

7/2+

?

?

9/2+

1/2+

312+

7/2+

9/2+

(s/2+)

00000

0.041

0.063

0,067

00094

00161

0,170

0,174

0,229

0.235



TABLE V

~- m MTA IWR 24*Pu

J&!A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

M

16

17

18

19

-J-
0+
2+

4+
‘+

6

8+

10+

1-

3-

?

(5-)

0+
(2-)

2+

3-

?

4-

12+

(2+)
{5-)

(2-)

0.000

0.04454

9.1472

0.3059

0.5176

C. 7787

0.7803

0.8329

0.865

IQ.927

0.956

0.9856

0.995

1.0194

1.0396

1.0640

1.0867

1,102

1.122

1.1522
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TABLEVI ‘-”-

EUCLEARLEVEL DATAPOR
243PU

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

L
7/2+

9/2+

1112+

(13/2+)

5/2+

7/2+

(1/2+)

(9/2+)

(3/2+)

9/2-

(s!2+)

7/2+

0.000

0.0579

0.1244

0.2044

0.2875

0.3332

0.3837

0.392

0.3925

0.4025
0.4468

0,4501 #.

TABLEVII

LEVEL DENSITYPHTERS

Compound ‘o
?haclaua QiQ!L J& & mw) J&)

243PU
-00511 0.401 3.827 27.623 0.710

242PU -0.015 00390 4,035 27.797 10100
241h -0.676 0.395 3.512 27.660 0.490

240Pu 00020 0.382 3.654 27.083 0.970
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TABLEVIII

24% FISSIONCEANNELPARAMETERS

Am AZ!QXU!!Q
B#4eV) 5.037 6.310 5.240
~ (ml) 5.39 S.so 5.70

b (h’ieV) 0.35 0.40 0.40
?12/21 (keV-l) 6.3 7.3 5.8

N 12 10 10

Ec @W 0.225 0.480 0.120

AFMT 1.175 1005 1.05
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TABLE IX

AVERAGEBADMTIVE UIIY171SMO LEVEL
SPACINGSPOR pu ISOTOPES

Compound
<ry> <D>

Nucleus dh!w m

243PU 23.%3 16. *.5

242PU 33.*8 l.~o.l

241PU 31.423 13.*.4

240PU
39.8~5 2.~o.l
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FIGURES

The n + 2~2Putotalcross section calculatedfrom the
preliminaryactinidepotential,[2]the Wilmore-Hodgson
potential,[3] the Becchetti-Greenleespotential, [4]
and the Perey potential [5].

The n + 24*Pu shape elastic cross section calculated
from four aifferent optical potentials (see caption
to Fig. 1).

me n + 242Pu reaction cross section calculated from
four different optical potentials (see caption to
Fig, 1).

Calculated compound nucleus, direct, and total
inelastic cross section to the first excited
stateof 242PU0

Calculated compound nucleus, direct,~and total
inelastic cross section to the second excited
state of 242PU0

Calculated compound nucleus, direct, and total
inelastic cross section to the third excited
state of 242PU,

Calculated compound nucleus, direct, and total
inelastic cross section to the fourth excited
state of 242PU0

Calculated total inelastic scattering for n +
242PU

together with the total compound end total direct
inelastic components.

Calculated and measured 242Pu(n,f) cross sections
above 100 keV,

Fig. 10. Calculated 242Pu(n,f) cross section for three
different first-chance fission barrier heights,



Fig. 11. Calculatedtotalcompoundinelasticcrosssections
correspondingto the threedifferent2q2Pucalcula-
tionsof Fig. 100

242Pu(n,y} cross eection fromFig, 12. Evaluated and measured
10 to 100 keV. The points are from Ref. ‘U].

Fig. 13, Evaluated2“2Pu(n,Y)crosssectionsfrom 10 keV to
20 MeV. The experimentaldata of Hockenbury[26]
we included.

2b2Pu(n,f) cross sectionsFig, 14. Experimental and evaluated
between 10 and 50 keV. The solid curve is the LASL-78
evaluation.

2“2Pu(n,f) cross sectionsFig. 15. Experimental and evaluated
between 0.1 and 20 MeV. The solid curve 1s the LASL-78
evaluation.

Fig. 16. Evaluated 2Q2Pu(n,f) cross sections from 10 to 500 keV.

Fig. 17. Evaluated 2q2Pu(n,f) cross sections from 0.1 to 20 MeV,

Fig. 18. Experimental data for ~ (2’’0Pu)com~ared to evaluated
2 2Pu (dashed curve).2+0Pu (solidpcurve) andcunms for

See taxt for details.

2“2Pu) for neutron energiesFig. 19. Four evaluations tf ~
between O and 20 heV.

P(

Fig. 20. Evaluated 2b2Pu total inelastic cross sections from
threshold to 20 MeV.

Fig. 21, The averageemittedneutron energy from 2b2Pu inelastic
scattering at incident neutron ener ies between O and
5 MeV. Results are shownfor four !?42 Pu evaluations and
for the ENDF/B-IV●valuation of 238U,

2“2Pu(n,n’) reactionsFig. 22. Evaluated neutron emission spectra frm
at au Incident energy of 1.0 MeV,
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Fig. 23.

Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.

Fig. 26.

Fig. 27.

Fig, 28

Fig. 29.

Fig, 30.

Evaluated neutron emission spectra
reaction8 at an incident energy of

Evaluated neutron emission epectra
reactions at an incident energy of

from 242Pu(n,n’)
1.5 Mev.

from 2;2Pu(n,n’)
2.5 MeV.

Comparisons of evnluated 2k2Pu(n,2n) cross sections
from threshold to 20 MeV.

Coinparisonsof evaluated 2“2Pu(n,3n) cross sections
from threshold to 20 McV.

Comparisons of evaluated 2U2PU total cross sections
from 10 keV to 20 MeV,

Comparisons of evaluated 24*Pu eiastic CiOSS sections
from 10 keV to 20 MeV.

Comparisons cf evaluated elastic scattering an ular
distribution for l-MeV neutrons incident on !24 Pu,

The averagevalue of the cosineof the center-of-mass
242Pu evaluationselastic scattering angle for several

at incident energies up to 5 MeV.


